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ABOUT US:

StopAntisemitism (SA) is a grassroots watchdog organization dedicated to exposing groups and individuals that espouse incitement towards the Jewish people and State and engage in antisemitic behaviors.

Founded in 2018, StopAntisemitism was born in response to increasing antisemitic violence and sentiment across the United States.

StopAntisemitism has developed a strong following, reaching millions of actively engaged individuals through social media, mailers, and its website.

By publicly exposing antisemites, StopAntisemitism has created an environment where those who propagate hatred against the Jewish people are met with real-world consequences including but not limited to job loss, school expulsions, awards revoked, etc.
StopAntisemitism’s extremely engaged social media following reaches millions every month:

- **Instagram:** 2.2 million (30 day average)
- **Twitter:** 7.0 million (30 day average)
- **Facebook:** 738k (30 day average)
- **Website Visits:** 145k (30 day average)
- **Incident Reports:** 200 (30 day average)
- ‘Antisemite of the Week’ mailer sent out to 60k people every Sunday morning
STOPANTISEMITISM’S COMMUNITY IMPACT

StopAntisemitism serves as a vital resource for reporting antisemitic events, incidents, and people.

1700 antisemitic incidences were reported to StopAntisemitism via social media direct messages, our website, and our hotline in 2021.

55% increase from 2020.

Approximately 220 incidences were investigated and handled by StopAntisemitism in 2021 (see page 6 for our process).

60% increase from 2020.
STOPANTISEMITISM PROCESS:

1. RECEIVE

   We RECEIVE information on antisemitic incidents

2. ANALYZE

   We ANALYZE, research, and verify the information

3. ACT

   We ACT and spread information to the public, the media, partners, and law enforcement

WE HOLD ANTISEMITES ACCOUNTABLE
UC MERCED ANTISEMITIC PROFESSOR’S CLASSES CANCELED:
After SA helped expose University of California Merced Professor Abbas Ghassemi’s horrific antisemitic, pro-Iranian tweets and started a petition demanding his classes be canceled, UC Merced severed all future ties with Ghassemi.

UPENN PROFESSOR TAKES EARLY RETIREMENT AFTER ONLINE ALTERCATION:
Shortly after SA exposed a video featuring University of Pennsylvania Professor Robert Schuyler performing a Nazi salute and stating "Sieg heil" during an archaeological Zoom conference, Schuyler’s classes were canceled and he took an early retirement.

NYC ANTISEMITE MOUMITA AHMED LOSES ELECTION:
SA helped mobilize the Queens Jewish communities during a special election to keep Linda Sarsour’s ally, Moumita Ahmed, out of office. Thankfully the antisemitic bigot lost!
RETIED LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER ARRESTED:
Miami Police arrested and charged Leslie Socolov with disorderly intoxication after SA exposed her antisemitic rant on social media.

FEBRUARY 2021

NBC PULLS EPISODE OF ACCLAIMED ‘NURSES’ SERIES:
SA partnered with Orthodox Blogger ‘Jew in the City’ to expose an antisemitic episode featuring a Jewish medical victim horrified at the thought of receiving a Muslim donor’s leg.

FEBRUARY 2021

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY TEACHING ASSISTANT REMOVED:
After SA featured antisemitic teaching assistant Rasha Anayah’s hateful Twitter poll questioning if she should fail Jewish students, the acclaimed University revoked her teaching position.
FLORIDA NURSE LOSES LICENSE:
After SA exposed Florida nurse Joshua Francois’ antisemitism and featured him as an ‘Antisemite of the Week’, the State of Florida suspended his nursing license.

MARCH 2021

TUFTS’ DENTAL STUDENT EXPELLED, SUED TO REJOIN CLASS:
After SA featured Adam Elayan’s hateful rhetoric and contacted the prestigious Dental School, Tufts promptly expelled Elayan. Elayan retained Boston’s top legal firm and sued to be re-instated, citing 1st amendment rights. As a result of the proceedings he issued a lengthy apology.

MARCH 2021

UCONN STUDENT ARRESTED, PRESIDENT FIRED, AFTER HALF A DOZEN ANTISEMITIC INCIDENTS:
SA worked in tandem with UConn Hillel to help expose the half dozen antisemitic incidents on campus that led to the arrest of Kristopher Pieper and the ultimate firing of the University President.

APRIL 2021
SA HITS SOCIAL MEDIA MILESTONE WITH 25 MILLION IMPRESSIONS:
During Hamas’ attack on Israel, SA was at the forefront of the social media war supporting the Jewish nation's right to defend herself and garnering an all time high of 25 million impressions and reaches on Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook.

BELLA HADID’S ASSOCIATION WITH VIOLENT ANTISEMITIC EXPOSED:
SA uncovered Supermodel Bella Hadid’s solidarity with violent Palestinian protestor Waseem Awawdeh, who was arrested for violently assaulting Orthodox Jewish man Joseph Borgen.

GOOGLE’S HEAD OF DIVERSITY, KAMAU BOBB, REMOVED FROM LEADERSHIP ROLE:
After SA led the charge in exposing Bobb’s horrifying statements about Jews’ insatiable appetites for war, Google removed him from the leadership role.
ARIZONA PEDIATRIC RADIOLOGIST FIRED:
SA led a campaign exposing the hateful rhetoric of Dr. Fidaa Wishah, in partnership with state government officials and Phoenix Children’s Hospital, to have Wishah removed.

JULY 2021

ANTISEMITIC FLORIDA GRADUATE STUDENT FIRED:
SA exposed grad student Zain Al Turk’s antisemitic social media posts which led to her ultimate termination as a “Student Success” coach at Florida Atlantic University.

AUGUST 2021

OH CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE NINA TURNER LOSES ELECTION:
SA worked with various organizations, including DMFI, to keep SQUAD ally Nina Turner from being elected to office in Ohio 11th’s Congressional Race. Turner lost the race to Shontell Brown, a strong advocate for Israel.
CLEVELAND CLINIC SUSPENDED ANTISEMITIC LAB EMPLOYEE:
SA exposed CCF lab employee and future physician Muayah Shahin’s antisemitic harassment of his fellow Jewish students at Case Western Reserve University.

ANTISEMITE DROPS OUT OF NATIONAL COLLEGE DEMOCRAT PRESIDENTIAL RACE:
SA worked with ICC to keep known antisemite Tasneem Al-Michael from being elected as President of the National Collegiate Organization; Al-Michael dropped out of the race a few weeks after our campaign began.

METROPOLITAN STATE UNIVERSITY INVESTIGATES ANTISEMITIC STUDENT’S SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE:
SA exposed dental student Dana Ziyadeh’s horrific antisemitic tweets that led to an ongoing investigation of acceptable ethical conduct.
CALIFORNIA STATE ASSEMBLY PULLS AWARD:
The CA State Assembly withdrew their award to Palestinian activist Suhair Nafal after SA featured Nafal as their ‘Antisemite of the Week’.

FBI SHOWS UP AT UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA STUDENT’S HOME, SHE LOSES TUTOR JOB:
USC Viterbi Engineering student Yasmeen Mashayekh was interviewed by the FBI and lost her job after SA worked with various partners to expose her antisemitism and featured Mashayekh as ‘Antisemite of the Week’.

PALO ALTO UNIVERSITY LAUNCHES INVESTIGATION INTO GRAD STUDENT’S ANTISEMITIC SOCIAL MEDIA CONDUCT:
PAU student Tala Ateyeh is the subject of an ongoing investigation after SA exposed her hateful tweets about “killing Zionists”.

DECEMBER 2021

NOVEMBER 2021

NOVEMBER 2021
NEVADA STUDENTS SUSPENDED OVER NAZI SALUTES, SWASTIKAS:
SA’s video of three Doral Academy students composing a swastika in class and performing Nazi salutes goes viral, leading to their suspension and required volunteer work with the local Jewish community.

PARADISE VALLEY COMMUNITY COLLEGE STUDENT LOSES JOB, FINDS HERSELF IN THE MIDDLE OF AN OFFICIAL INVESTIGATION:
After SA exposed student Bahia Amer’s hateful antisemitic tropes on social media, Amer immediately lost her job at an elderly facility and is the subject of an ongoing investigation at her school.

ONLINE RETAILER BANS SALES OF ANTISEMITE’S CLOTHING:
SA’s exposé and call to action resulted in ‘Teezily’ pulling Ryan Dawson’s items from its site.
2021 FEATURE REPORT:
“ANTISEMITISM IN CORPORATE AMERICA”

StopAntisemitism authored a groundbreaking report rating 25 of the top U.S. corporations titled ‘Antisemitism in Corporate America’. StopAntisemitism found many of the corporations to be lacking in their efforts to combat bigotry against Jews. Additionally, the corporate workplace has become increasingly hostile to American Jews despite the country's racial reckoning in 2020. Notable findings include Google and Unilever which were both given an F, while beauty company L'Oreal and clothing retailer American Eagle Outfitters were the only two corporations to receive an A rating.
STOPANTISEMITISM RAISES AWARENESS

StopAntisemitism was featured in hundreds of traditional media mentions with an audience totaling 4.89 Billion people including:

CNN  FOX NEWS  NBC NEWS

The New York Times  THE HILL  NEW YORK POST

Miami Herald  Newsweek  The Washington Times

StopAntisemitism worked with dozens of University Administrations and Student Bodies including:

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY  TUFTS UNIVERSITY  BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY  CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY  UCLA

UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA  UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA  UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

TEMPLE UNIVERSITY  UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT  UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS
HOW CAN YOU HELP?

FOLLOW us on social media
SPREAD the word to your friends and family
DONATE and help us do even more!
Email: info@stopantisemitism.org
TOGETHER we can hold antisemites accountable!

Twitter: @StopAntisemites | Facebook: @StopAntisemitismorg
Instagram: stop_antisemitism | Website: stopantisemitism.org